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- Overview provided by Terri and Peter of UCLA training session
- Reviewed Goals and Objectives
- Discussed plan of implementation at USF
USF Specific Issues

Barriers
- Two separate campuses and two residencies (peds and med/peds)
- Getting started

Bonuses
- Ipads (novel tool)
- Chairman support
- Strong public health resources
Primary USF Approach

• Primary approach would be integration of public health issues into the curriculum and goals and objectives of the residents wards, clinic, and specialty rotations
  – Members of the team will meet with the faculty teaching the residents in each of the common rotations and will identify one or two public health issues (from the PPH goals and objectives) that could be highlighted on that rotation. Those issues will then be incorporated into the curriculum that month.
USF Secondary Approach

• Targeted enhancements of the current curriculum
  – Change format of weekly resident case conferences to include discussion of at least one public health issue relevant to the case that week (in Tampa to be commented on by the Chair)
  – Improve Advocacy month and update current activities to reflect PPH goals and objectives
  – Make December 2010 “Public Health Month” for the monthly scholarly concentration. Resident assigned reading that month will be public health based articles and noon conferences will include public health activities on both campuses
  – Incorporate one public health “fun” activity in the upcoming intern retreat November 2010 and how to be a PL2 retreat in Spring 2011
  – Monthly noon conference on a public health issue beginning October 18, 2010 at TGH
USF NEXT STEPS

1. Identify key faculty and rotations for initial meetings for integration of public health into the curriculum
   – Continuity clinic
   – Ambulatory/Acute clinics
   – Tampa wards
   – Tampa NICU
   – ER
   – Developmental
   – Subspeciatly rotation at ACH

2. Assign specific tasks

3. Set next meeting of usf team and next phone call with UCLA